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“THE EVE OF ST. AGNES” AND THE SEDUCTIVE
MYSTERY OF IMAGINATION
Lyndel P. Colglazier
Rogers State College
In the “Eve of St. Agnes,” Keats creates a paradoxical romantic
 
lover: the unsavory voyeur with sublime motivation. Concealed in
 Madeline’s closet, Porphyro
 
imagines not only that he will restrain his  
lust but also that
 
he will maintain  an attitude of worship  while he lurks  
in the dark to see his beloved undress. Keats’s would-be romantic lover
 comes to this sordid endeavor with his imagined purpose one of
 sublime worship. It is in the blend of these two elements—
 imagination and reality—that Porphyro comes to embody the poet’s
 idea
 
that the creative power of imagination could shape perception and  
thereby alter 
reality. The mysterious magic of the imaginative
 
process fascinated Keats,  
and his central statements about the nature and
 
power of imagination,  
for all their familiarity in Keats criticism, will perhaps bear
 
repeating.  
Keats wrote, “I am certain
 
of nothing but  of the holiness of the  Heart’s  
affections
 
and the truth of Imagination—What the imagination seizes as  
Beauty must be truth...” (1:184), and “the excellence of every Art 
is
 its 
intensity...” (1: 192).1 Keats
 
believed it  was the ability of the artist to  
imagine 
purely
—that is, without interference from preconceived ideas or  
his own 
ego
—and to be absorbed intensely by that which is imagined  
that made “all disagreeables evaporate, from their being in close
 relationship with Beauty & Truth” (1:192). A variant of this idea is
 recorded in a letter
 
to George and Georgiana Keats: “[t]hough  a quarr l  
in the streets 
is
 a thing  to be hated, the energies displayed  in it are fine;  
the commonest Man shows a grace in his quarrel....This 
is
 the very  
thing in which consists poetry” (2: 80-81). This idea, that a street
 quarrel can be simultaneously condemnable and finely energetic, the
 matter of poetry, exemplifies Keats’s discussion of the “poetical
 Character” (1: 386). The “camelion Poet” suffers “no harm from its
 relish of the dark side of things any more than from its taste for the
 bright...both end in speculation” (1:387).2
Keats believed that true imaginative power
 
requires that the artist  
imagine other possibilities, all possibilities, any possibility; the artist
 must be capable of an absolute negation of self,
 
a “Negative Capability,  
that is when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries,
 doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact & reason” (1: 193).
 Instead of striving for certain knowledge, the poet must be “content
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with
 
half knowledge”; he  must settle for an evanescent world,  where  all  
things are possible, all things mysterious, where the
 
desire for  the truth  
of the matter, the soul of beauty, “overcomes every
 
other  consideration  
or rather obliterates all consideration” (1:194).
Keats uses the context of romance in “The Eve of St. Agnes” to
 
explore
 
the seductive mystery of imagination and its power to shape and  
alter perception, its capacity to envision the impossible as possible, to
 stretch reality’s limits. While the poem has many of the essential
 elements
 
of romance—especially  Gothic romance with  its  dark, gloomy  
castle, its secret, daring lover, and its beautiful, young virgin—“The
 Eve of St. Agnes” is an unusual romance, with Angela acting as a
 pander for Porphyro and the would-be romantic
 
hero peeping at his  love  
while
 
hidden in her closet3
Concerning the peeping-Tom elements of Porphyro’s behavior,
 critical interpretations differ, both as to the fact of Porphyro’s
 perversion and as to the poet’s intent, assuming some degree of
 perversion exists. Even when interpreters accuse Porphyro of
 voyeurism, they disagree on how to interpret it and how heavily to
 weigh it.4 Yet the complexity of the poem seems to arise
 
not  so much  
from its romantic elements or from its suggested evidence of perversion
 but from Keats’s depiction of various imaginative processes and their
 power to shape
 
perception, thereby altering  reality. Reality, for Keats,  
is what we imagine it to be: “The imagination may be compared to
 Adam’s
 
dream—he woke and found it truth”  (1:185).
It is through imagination that individuals surpass themselves; that
 which is imagined transcends mundane reality. Keats compares this
 process to hearing “an
 
old Melody—in a delicious place—by a delicious  
voice” and in that moment
 
experiencing the melody’s initial power  on  
the “soul,” making the “singer’s face more beautiful tha[n] it was
 possible.” Keats goes on to say that even “with the elevation of
 
the  
Moment...mounted on the Wings
 
of Imagination,” the  experience does  
not seem imaginary. In fact, that which is envisioned “here after”
 becomes
 the 
"Prototype”  of “that delicious fa e” (1:185).
Alone among the characters in the poem, Porphyro embodies the
 transcendent blending of reality and imagination. While lurking in
 Madeline’s closet may, objectively, be perverted,
 
Porphyro’s imagined  
intent 
is
 sublime. The tension in the  poem lies between what is in the  
external world—unaltered, objective reality—and what imagination
 makes possible in perceiving that reality. One such
 
aspect  of unaltered  
reality is the harshness of winter. Bitter cold invades the chapel,
 envelops the castle, and surrounds
 
the poem’s “honey’d middle” (49).5
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The pervasive chill closes the
 
lushest  moment  in  the poem,  Porphyro’ s 
seduction and
 
the lovers’ consummation; for when “the rose / Blendeth  
its odour with the violet,” reality invades Madeline’s room: “the frost
 wind blows,” sleeting
 
the window with ice (320-22).
Through the poem’s characters, the role of imagination and a
 number of imaginative processes are examined. With the Beadsman,
 Keats introduces not only the harsh world of
 
wintry reality but also a  
very specific kind of imagination: the imagination of religion, a
 spiritual imagination cut off from reality, absorbed in prayer and
 penance. The
 
Beadsman’s heartfelt  absorption in heaven, God, and  the  
hereafter is
 
part of the  ascetic world of religious imagination. Dead  to  
the world of
 
sense and pleasure, the Beadsman is alive to the spirit  of  
religious mystery; his spiritual absorption is an act
 
of love inspired by  
imagination. While he can hear “Music’s golden tongue” (20), the
 Beadsman 
is
 not part of the sensual world, not part of reality—for  
Keats, a less than sufficient human existence. It is not imagination
 that the Beadsman lacks, but
 
a fused harmony between reality and the  
imaginative heart. Because the Beadsman a sensate, living creature who
 has rejected an essential part of his own existence, “already had his
 deathbell rung; / The joys of all
 
his life were  said and sung” (22-23).
Inside the castle’s chambers, Keats introduces what might at first
 appear
 
to be another kind of imaginative process, but this one  is created  
neither
 
of spiritual  visions nor of heartfelt emotion. It relies instead on  
pageantry, wealth, material artifice; it is a world of “silver, snarling
 trumpets,” “argent revelry,” “plume, tiara, and all rich array”
 (31,37,38).6 Contrasted with the cold chapel and the lone Beadsman,
 the castle 
is
 full and warm and alive, but among the guests there is an  
undercurrent of spite and petty 
viciousness:
 “whisperers  in anger, or in  
sport,” “looks of love, defiance, hate, and
 
scorn” (68-69). What passes  
for
 
beauty in the castle is not true beauty, which finds its shape in the  
imaginative heart. Without such shaping, what is achieved 
is
 a false  
kind of imagination: “[n]umerous as shadows haunting fairily / The
 brain” (39,40). True imagination, true
 
beauty, is inspired in the heart,  
not in 
the 
brain. In contrast to the golden melody the Beadsman hears  
in his chapel, here, in the castle’s glittery interior, the sound of music
 is “like a god in pain” (56). This is a sensuous, even sensual world,
 but its “triumphs gay / Of old romance” hint of soiled and tarnished
 romance, and “These,” Keats says in the poem, “let us wish away” (40,
 41).
What is needed is heartfelt, limitless imagination, able to shape
 
and  
change perceptions of reality. Neither the Beadsman’s imaginative
 process, with its exclusionary spiritual premise, nor that
 
of the revelers,  
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with its superficial artifice, 
is
 adequate. Keats envisioned the best  
imaginative process as that which is inclusive, joining the world of
 imagination and the world of reality, the world of heartfelt, utterly
 vulnerable vision
 
with the world of objects and sense.
As we move farther into the poem, farther into the castle, we meet
 the three
 
players in the romance and begin another examination of  the  
role
 
of imagination, its seductive mysteries, and  its  power to transform.  
Of the three—Angela, Madeline, and Porphryo—Angela is the least
 imaginative. Throughout the poem, she is described in unflattering
 terms. “[W]eak in body and in soul,” an “aged creature” (90-91),
 Angela calls herself “A poor, weak, palsy-stricken, churchyard thing”
 (155). Long past love and romance, she is dead to the imaginative
 heart. She
 
believes, as she explains to Porphyro, that the rituals of St.  
Agnes’ Eve are deceitful, laughable:
God’s help! my lady fair the conjuror plays
 
This very night: good angels her deceive!
 But let me laugh awhile, I’ve mickle time
 to grieve.
 
(124-26)
This statement comes to be ironic since the “angel” who deceives
 
Madeline is Angela herself, by allowing Porphyro to steal into
 Madeline’s chamber. In the romantic “languid moon,”
 
Angela laughs at  
love (127), a response which Porphyro, caught as
 
he  is by  love’s fancy,  
finds incomprehensible. When he proposes that she take him to
 Madeline’s room, claiming fiercely that
 
he will not  “look with ruffian  
passion in her face” (149), Angela does not believe his protestations;
 she cannot imagine the possibility that he might hide in the closet,
 watch Madeline undress, and sit quietly in adoration while she sleeps
 “lily white” (52).
Yet affection for this suitor is evident when Angela addresses
 
Porphryo, saying that her “prayers for thee, each mom and evening, /
 Were
 
never miss’d” (157-58). She succumbs to his wishes, giving  him  
full
 
advantage of the wherewithal of seduction: Madeline’s  own lute for  
a lover’s serenade and a storehouse of “cates and dainties” (173), a
 sensual seduction for a famished lady sent “
supperless 
to bed” (51).
Angela cannot imagine any other outcome from Porphyro’s
 secreting himself in Madeline’s closet than one which
 
would necessitate  
his marrying the
 maiden.
 If Angela  were convinced that Porphyro was  
simply going to watch Madeline in secret and leave her undisturbed,
 there would be no need for her statement: “Ah! thou
 
must needs the lady  
wed, /
 
Or  may I never leave  my grave among the dead” (179-180). In  
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giving Porphyro his opportunity, Angela realizes completely the
 
significance of what she is doing. With such an arrangement, it is no
 wonder that Keats writes, “Never on such a night have lovers met, /
 Since Merlin paid his Demon all the monstrous debt” (170-71), which
 comes in sharp contrast to an earlier passage in the poem when the
 imagined visit 
is 
described:
Young virgins might have visions of delight
And soft adorings from their loves receive
 
Upon the honey’d middle of the night.
(47-49)
Unlike Angela, Madeline, “St. Agnes’ charmed maid,” is
 
susceptible and imaginative (192). In fact, she is all imagination,
 much like the Beadsman, but Madeline’s imaginings take
 
their bearings  
from the physical world rather than the spiritual: Instead of heavenly
 spirits, she imagines Porphyro, the 
man
 she loves. So ensnared is she  
by the augury of the evening that even while dancing in the midst of
 many 
an
 “amorous cavalier” (60), Madeline’s “heart  was otherwhere: /  
She sigh’d for Agnes’ dreams, the sweetest of the year” (62-63).
 Disconnected from
 
reality Madeline is heedless of the festivities within  
the castle; thus removed, she is “Hoodwink’d with faery fancy; all
 amort, / Save to St. Agnes” (70-71). Dazed and panting, she comes to
 her chamber in a 
high
 state of excitement, absorbed by the promise of  
St. Agnes’ Eve and her imagined visions. She goes to sleep a pure  
young virgin, like a “splendid angel,” to dream of her sweet love’s face
 (223). This sleep becomes, as Stuart Sperry notes, “a dreaming,
 endless fantasy” (40).7
Of the three characters, Porphryo is the most complex and hence
 
the  
most interesting. Kern calls him “the most ‘realistic’ figure in the
 romance, the one who apparently embodies the narrator’s own valued
 tendency to pay homage to the real in the very act of obeying the
 promptings of strong desire” (184). In Porphyro we
 
have a character of  
vitality and force, whose love is no “faery fancy” (70), no dream-laden
 vision, but a real, live woman, for whom he is willing to face
 “barbarian hordes, / Hyena
 
foemen, and hot-blooded lords,” dangers of  
which Porphyro is well aware (85-86). While mindful of the reality of
 his situation, Porphyro is driven beyond his capacities by his own
 imaginative heart and 
his
 love for Madeline. When he appears in his  
enemies’ castle, Keats tells 
us
 what is foremost on Porphroy’s mind,  
the reason for 
his
 courageous adventure. Porphyro wants
5
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All saints to give him sight of Madeline
 
But for one moment in the tedious hours,
 That he might gaze and worship all unseen;
 Perchance speak, kneel, touch, kiss—in sooth
 such things have been. (78-81)
It is important to note that Porphyro is already planning what he
 
would
 
like to do should he be given a  chance to see Madeline, and his  
plans include much more than
 
hiding discreetly  in the closet The irony  
here 
is
 that while Angela cannot fathom Porphyro’s  being so chaste in  
such an intimate, sensual setting, Porphyro himself truly believes,
 truly imagines in his heart, that, if given the chance to “touch,” to
 “kiss” the disrobed woman he loves, he will be able to curb and
 suppress
 
all lustful desires.8
The irony of this contradictory tension is further intensified by
 Porphyro’s imploring—with the full knowledge of Madeline’s rituals
 for this night—“all saints” to give him a chance to “speak, kneel,
 touch, kiss” and simultaneously swearing
 
to “all saints” that his “voice  
shall whisper
 
its last prayer, / If one  of her soft ringlets I displace, / Or  
look with ruffian passion in her face” (47-49).
The poem suggests questions as
 
to  Porphyro’s character, describing  
him as one for whom the “very dogs would
 
execrations howl / Against  
his lineage” (87-88). Moreover,
 
the only  one in the castle who  “affords  
him [Porphyro] any mercy” (88-89), Angela herself is described as
 “weak in body and soul” (90). The narrator goes on to make several
 allusions to unsavory aspects
 
in Porphyro’s behavior. Both Angela and  
the narrator describe the romantic encounter in terms of demons and
 witches. She says that Porphyro “must hold water
 
in a witch’s sieve, /  
And
 
be liege-lord of all the Elves and Fays,  / To venture so” (120-22),  
and, once the  deal  between Angela and Porphyro is struck, the narrator  
compares the planned lovers’ meeting to a deal between witches and
 demons.
Noting that “Angela’s speech tends to link him [Porphyro] with
 
witches and fairies,” Stillinger finds nothing admirable or romantic in
 Porphyro’s visit
 
to Madeline’s bedchamber (538), describing Madeline  
as “frightened out of
 
her wits” and lamenting to find Porphyro at her  
bedside. The critic maintains that Porphyro is “well aware of what
 night it is,” as he
 
follows his request to see Madeline by “an oath upon  
the holy loom used to weave St. Agnes’ wool” (537). Stillinger
 describes what the poem calls Porphryo’s “stratagem” as a “ruse, an
 artifice, a trick for deceiving”; he also notes that Angela finds this
 request
 
“no laughing matter” (537). Stillinger  maintains, and  I concur,  
6
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that Keats’s image of a “tongueless nightingale” (206) “embraces the
 
entire
 
story  of the rape of Philomel...a further note of evil” (541)9
Images of death accompany Porphyro as he
 
makes his way through  
the castle. He 
is
 told by Angela to “Flit like a ghost away” (105) or  
“these stones will be
 
thy bier” (108). He  waits in a room that is “silent  
as a tomb” (113). Once Porphyro 
is
 duplicitously concealed, images  of  
death surround Madeline. Her taper with its “little smoke, in pallid
 moonshine, died” (200); the hall door shuts in a “dying tone” (260).
 These images portend the death of Madeline’s virginal innocence and 
her induction into a real, though not necessarily less imaginative (if
 Porphyro
 
is  any  example), world  of love.
While Madeline’s imaginings are not spiritual in the same sense
 
as  
the Beadsman’s (rooted as they are in the love of a flesh-and-blood
 man), Madeline is indeed “Hookwink’d with faery fancy” (70). Her
 imaginings are just as otherworldly as the Beadsman’s, just as
 unattached to reality. With Madeline’s bedchamber removed from the
 gaiety and excitement of the rooms below, with the ascetic, almost
 sacrifical, rituals of St. Agnes’ Eve, one might expect the maiden’s
 room to be 
as
 cold as the Beadman’s  chapel. Instead the power of love  
and imagination suffuse
 
the room in  “warm gules,” “Rose-bloom, ” and  
“soft amethyst” (218, 220-21).10 The beauty that we find in Keats’s
 description of Madeline’s disrobing—her hair freed from “wreathed
 pearls,” her jewels warmed by her
 
skin, “her fragrant boddice.. .rustling  
to her
 
knees”— is given to us through Porphyro’s eyes (227-30). The  
sight
 
of Madeline is  real  and sensual  and  exceedingly warm; yet, while  
watching his heart’s love disrobe, “Porphyro grew faint” at “so pure a
 thing, so free
 
from mortal taint” (224-25). The  tension here is between  
the flesh-and-blood reality of the
 
woman Porphyro sees undressing and  
his own imagined vision of
 
the pure, spiritual Madeline he has in his  
heart. This duality, embodied in a single entity, mirrors Porphyro’
s internal conflict between the reality of his human desires as a
 
man and  
his good intentions—his imagined vision of his own pure, lustless
 heart.
Unable to abide by his vow to Angela and to himself, Porphyro
 
wakes his sleeping beauty with his sensual song of love; the fragile
 balance
 
tips toward  sensual reality. When  Madeline wakes, she beholds  
Porphyro, “the vision of her sleep” 
(299),
 but as one might expect, the  
reality of her lover’s face is not as she imagined, not exactly as she
 dreamed:
How chang’d thou art! how pallid, chill,
 
and drear!
7
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Give me that voice again, my Porphyro,
 
Those looks immortal, those complainings dear!
Oh leave me not in this eternal 
woe,
For if thou diest, my Love, I know not where 
to
 go.
(311-15)
This is more 
than
 Porphyro can withstand, and what he swore and  
imagined in his heart that he would not do, he does. Yet, the act of
 love is a transcendent experience, an otherworldly
 
reality. This is when 
imagination and reality converge not only for Madeline but for
 Porphyro as well. At this moment, the “honey’d middle” of the poem,
 and of the night, closes 
(49).
 The reality of the winter storm begins  
“pattering the sharp sleet / Against
 
the window-panes; St. Agnes’ moon  
hath set” (323-24). Madeline gets what she dreams, what she wishes
 St. Agnes to give 
her,
 what she imagines she wants, but the reality of  
that fulfillment is the loss of her virginity, estrangement from her
 family, and an ultimate death of innocence—none of which she had
 envisioned.
As
 fanciful and wondrous as Madeline’s visions may be, it is 
Porphryo who gives the better example of the imaginative heart
 working its way through reality, not excluding but including the
 tangible world of sense, with all its potential for perversion and
 
evil.
Madeline 
is
 seduced by Porphyro, but both are seduced by the power  
of imagination, which entices and lures these lovers into seeing more
 than reality
 
alone can hold. When Porphyro enters  Madeline’s chamber,  
he 
is
 guided  and  seduced by his imaginative heart, his own vision  of his  
good
 
intentions to watch only, to “displace” not one of his lover’s curls  
(148). Madeline 
is
 seduced not so much by Porphyro’s actions as a  
lover—still hazy as she is with her dream—
as
 by her own romantic  
visions of the mythical promises of St. Agnes’ Eve and the faery
­charmed visions of her heart. It is these that Madeline asks that
 Porphyro fulfill: “Give me that voice again, my Porphyro, / Those
 looks immortal, those complainings
 
dear!” (312-13).
As the lovers leave the castle, Keats creates a kaleidoscope of
 images. Without
 
the benefit  of imagination, which imbues reality with  
beauty and life, the evening’s revelers, now “bloated wassaillers” (346),
 resort
 
to coarse dreams “Of witch, and demon, and large coffin-worm”  
(374), sexual images which allude to Angela’s part in Porphyro’s
 conquest. Unimaginative Angela dies
 
“palsy-twitch’d, with meagre face  
deform”
 
(376).
Most critics, Sperry among them, recognize the poem’s “shifting
 flow of color, mood, and atmosphere” which “creates new contexts for
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visualizing character and action,” making “it difficult to decide which
 
[contexts] are the most enduring, lifelike, ‘real’” (38). This is
 particularly true in the closing stanzas of the poem. The blur between
 reality and imagination becomes more
 
pronounced as the “elfin-storm  
from faery land” (343) increases in intensity, as do the magical,
 mystical elements surrounding the
 
lovers.11 Because of the new  reality  
of their situation, Madeline and Porphyro must leave the castle; yet the
 mystery of love and imagination guides them as they find a “darkling
 way” through “sleeping dragons” (355,353): “They glide, like
 phantoms, into the wide 
hall;
 / Like phantoms, to the iron porch, they  
glide” (361-62). As lovers, Porphyro and Madeline are a part of the
 sensual world of physical reality; surrounded by enemies, they know
 that reality is not without
 
danger. Yet they carry with  them the creative  
power of imagination and the intensity of love, which, when finely
 blended, 
can
 carry them through reality  and, mysteriously, beyo’nd it.
“The Eve of St. Agnes” strives toward an understanding of
 imaginative complexities and the mysteries of human acts, the
 paradoxical duality of human existence. Through the artistry of the
 poem, Porphyro’s act of perversion is transformed, and with imagined
 visions of love, another love, more human and complex, is bom in its
 place. Though the lovers of 
the 
poem have long since  fled—“ aye, ages  
long 
ago
 / These lovers fled away into the storm” (370-71)—Porphyro  
and Madeline have gained immortality, 
an
 eternal presence, a kind of  
spiritual purity in the art of the poem.12
Keats places the 
ugly
 before us and, with the imaginative vision of  
his talent, transforms a peeping-Tom perversion into art, a romance of
 love and beauty. 
In
 our reading of the  poem, we end  not with the ugly  
but with a rare glimpse of the truth of the heart. Perhaps the lesson of
 Negative Capability is that the living of all life is uncertain,
 mysterious, and fuller as a result of imagination and love.
NOTES
1All quotations from Keats’s letters are taken from The Letters
 
of John Keats, ed. Hyder E. Rollins, 2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.,
 1965).
2 
See letter of 27 October 1818, to Richard Woodhouse for  
further discussion of the “poetical Character
”
 which Keats describes  
as having “no self,” “no character,” “no Identity” (1: 387).
3 
Stuart Sperry’s essay “Romance as Wish-Fulfillment: Keats ’s  
The Eve of St. Agnes,” SIR, 10 (1971), 27-43, suggests that a
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reading of the poem for either “good or evil, truth or deception”
 
ignores “the complexity of the work, its subtlety of tone and
 mastery of the imaginative processes” (28). The circumstances
 may, according to Sperry, leave us 
“
puzzled as to which species of  
romance" it [the poem] belongs” to; yet “such doubts and
 questions" add to “effect and meaning" (30). Subsequent references
 to Sperry, cited by page number, refer to this essay.
4For a discussion of the metaphysical elements of the poem
 
and Keats
’
s treatment of the romantic form, see, respectively, Earl  
Wasserman’s The Finer Tone: Keats’s Major Poems (Baltimore,
 1953), and John Kern
’
s essay “Keats and the Problem of  
Romance,” PQ, 58 (1979), 171-189. While Jack Stillinger’s “The
 Hoodwinking of Madeline: Scepticism in ‘The Eve of St. Agnes,'”
 SP, 58 (1961), 533-555, emphasizes the unsavory aspects of
 Porphyro
’
s behavior, Martin Aske takes a different approach in  
“Magical Spaces in ‘The Eve of St. Agnes,'” EC, 31 (1981), 196-
 209. Acknowledging some degree of impropriety, in that
 Porphyro is “lucidly aware of his quest having a firm and definite
 sense of an ending" (202), Aske maintains that “Keats manages to
 avoid imputing motives of voyeurism to his hero” by withdrawing
 the personal pronoun “he” from lines 249-252 (204). Subsequent
 references to Kern, Stillinger, and Aske, cited by page number,
 refer to these essays.
5
 
All quotations from the “Eve of St. Agnes” are taken from  
The Poems of John Keats, ed. Jack Stillinger (Cambridge, Mass.,
 1978).
6
 
Aske writes that “doors and chambers give shape and depth  
to the magical landscape of Keats’s poem” (197). He suggests that
 the narrative is a progression through space, 
a
 passage through  
doors and chambers which “externalizes the lovers’ dream-desires
 in a veritable erotics of space” 
(208).
7 Both Kem and Stillinger see parallels between Madeline and  
the Beadsman. Kem says the poem seems to “celebrate the
 possibilities of alliance between imagination and reality” and that
 the Beadsman and Madeline both exemplify what he calls “escapist
 imagination,” “an essentially negative and exclusive form of
 imagination, one that turns away from the real rather than toward
 it” (183). Stillinger writes that “[b]oth are concerned with prayer
 and an ascetic ritual; both are isolated from the crowd and from
 actuality” (548).
8 
C. F. Burgess, “'The Eve of St. Agnes’: One Way to the  
Poem,
”
 EJ, 54 (1965), 389-394. Burgess discusses this aspect of  
duality in the poem in terms of contrasts. He writes that the
 “most dramatic conjunction of the spirit and the flesh” is
 “Porphyro
’
s love for Madeline which partakes of both the ethereal  
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and the carnal” (391). Subsequent references, cited by page
 
number, refer to this essay.
9 
Stillinger discusses the unsavory aspects of Porphyro’s  
actions in depth, referring to Porphryo’s “peeping-Tomism” and
 the “unheroic implications of 'Noiseless as fear in 
a
 wide  
wilderness'” (540, 542). His analysis of Stanza XXV draws a
 parallel between Satan’s response to the angel Zephon in Paradise
 Lost and Porphyro
’
s fainting spell in response to Madeline’s  
purity (542). Stillinger admits to portraying Porphyro in an
 “exaggerated fashion” to suggest problems with earlier criticism;
 he goes on to note Keats’s own confession of having “evil
 thoughts” when he was with women (546).
10
 
Burgess has an interesting description of Keats’s use of  
color in “preparation for this symbolic blending of silver and
 reddish-rose” (392).
11
 
Burgess interprets the lovers’ fleeing the castle as an  
indication that there can be no “satisfactory nor sustained
 reconciliation” between reality and imagination (393).
12Kern attributes lines 370-371 to the narrator
’
s manipulation  
of the romantic plot which “neither affirms nor denies Porphyro’s
 sense of triumph,” making the conclusion “more problematic than
 romantically satisfying,” with the end becoming a way of setting
 the lovers “outside the temporal limits of the poem” and exposing
 it as “fictive, an imaginative projection” (187).
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